
Summary 
By analyzing electronical tools, online applications and tutorials from Czech Republic 

and abroad I have come to the conclusion that it is necessary to create a flexible educational 
instrument which includes digitized chemical experiments for general chemistry. Following 
the analysis  of  present  databases,  CD ROMs and VHS containing  pictured  experiments  I 
found out that a lot of spectacular experiments with pyrotechnical components have not been 
shooted at all or not in the range of „greater“ chemicals quantity.

The chosen programming language, in which FMDP was written, proved to be most 
efficient.  This choice emerged from a discussion with programmers and was motivated in 
particular by larger possibilities of C# than HTML have. In addition to it the modification of 
the FMDP content  is  easy.  The teachers  with minimum of the PC-literacy can make any 
changes in FMDP, alternate any of its parts and adapt them for various internal and external 
conditions of education.

With regard to the interview having found the needs of learners I filmed and digitized 
especially such experiments that present the chemical reactions accompanied by the rise of a 
smoke, light emission, explosion and a surprising turn of colours.

On the basis of the statistical evaluation of statistical data containing marks achieved 
by pupils in tests that were collected from 9 secondary schools, it has been found out:
1) On the significance level of 5% there has been verified the positive influence of using 
FMDP  for  mastering  the  curriculum  of  general  chemistry:  „redox  reactions“,  „rate  of  
reaction and its determining factors“ and „termochemistry“.

The highest increasing of the number of pupils with above-average results in tests has 
appeared by learning the curriculum of „redox reactions“ and „termochemistry“ with the use 
of FMDP.
2) On the significance level of 5% there has not been verified the positive influence of using 
FMDP for  mastering  the curriculum of  general  chemistry:  „chemical  equilibrium“.  It  has 
appeared that the curriculum of „chemical equilibrium“ is too abstract and relativly hardly 
obvious for learners despite of the theoretical explanation, visualization and using digitized 
experiments.

At the end I can state that all the goals of this PhD. thesis have been fulfilled and the 
stated hypothesis has been confirmed.


